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PIG-FRA1205/2022

May 12th, 2022

THE IG BB POLICY

Guidelines on principle, protocol, and procedure for the IG policy on
Building Bridges (BB) for Reconciliation, Collaboration or Unity with
Ambazonian entities.

INTRODUCTION
President Marianta Njomia of the Federal Republic of Ambazonia in her
inaugural speech announced as one of her actionable missions in her new
Administration, Building Bridges (BB). BB is the act of bringing Ambazonian
pro-independentists together as a whole to work in harmony for the attainment
of the complete and unconditional restoration of the independence of the
Former British Southern Cameroons aka Ambazonian. Before her takeover,
the struggle was punched with surrogacy, different types of phobias, abuse of
institutions and non-respect of the interim constitution. Ambazonians working
both as individuals or working as entities (groups, movements, associations,
organizations) have been working in silos politically, economically,
diplomatically and self-defense. This has fractured, fragmented, and polarized
the liberation struggle, consequentially delaying the expected international
support, sympathy, and intervention. A clear proof as guest speakers and
seasoned diplomats on our platforms keep advising the leaders of the struggle
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to come together as one people, one struggle and one nation. Several
advices from Ambassador Tibor Nagy on ABS TV as an example. It is on this
backdrop and on the notion and conviction of the strength of the collective will
that,  president  Marianta’s  Government  took  up  that  challenge  to  engage
selflessly and patriotically in build bridges (BB).
However, as explained above, the intentions are good, but the methodology
on her to execute the task need appropriate guidance to facilitate engagement
in BB on behalf of the IG by any Ambazonian citizen, especially by IG portfolio
holders.

PRINCIPLE
The IG is OPEN to building bridges of reconciliation, collaboration, or unity
with any Ambazonian entity (individual, group, movement, association,
organization) that meets the following two obligatory prerequisites:
1) Existence of evidence of an OPEN DECLARATION that the Ambazonian
entity in question stands for the total and unconstitutional INDEPENDENCE
of the Former British Southern Cameroons aka Ambazonia.
2) Documented evidence or TRACT RECORD of the Ambazonian entity
(individual, group, movement, association, organization) FIGHTING the
enemy LRC Diplomatically or/and Legally (Litigation) or/and by Advocacy
or/and militarily through the self-Defense actions of their forces in Gz.

PROTOCOL
Strategic Collaboration is constitutionally delegated to the Department of
Education and Strategic Collaboration (DESC), and the responsibility to
engage in the IG BB mission has been mandated to DESC through their
mission statement. DESC through the SOS and the D-SOS for Strategic
Collaboration will therefore be the official intermediary organ to do preliminary
evaluation on any suggested arena or domain or opportunity for BB with any
Ambazonian entity.

PROCEDURE
The following steps will serve as guidelines on how the BB task can be
attained.
● Contact DESC to share or suggest the potential entity to engage for the BB
mission. In cases where any Ambazonian entity contacts any cabinet member
on their willingness to BB, the contacted cabinet member should direct them
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to DESC as the body assigned with the task. We must avoid any background
arrangements that does not follow the path laid down by the IG on the
Guidelines for BB.
● Wait for DESC to undertake verification of the existence of the 2 obligatory
prerequisites and give you nulla osta to proceed with the Ambazonian entity.
● DESC approaches them on the importance of reconciliation, collaboration,
unity in purpose.
● DESC identifies the potential type of bridge (reconciliation or collaboration
or unity), the potential working domains (Diplomacy, Humanitaria, Litigation,
Defense etc) and the category (political or military) and present to the Cabinet
for adoption.
If the Ambazonian entity accepts to talk, DESC shall organize a meeting with
the President and/or VP to officialize the intent of BB.
● Cabinet evaluates and presents intent of BB with the said entity to the SLC
for approval then the President ratifies the RC on the ongoing BB mission with
the Ambazonian entity in question.
● The President  then officially  delegates  the appropriate  IG department or
directorate or tier or arm to craft a MOU with the Ambazonian entity that will
be signed by the President on behalf of the IG and the executive leader or
head of the Ambazonian entity.

PRONOUNCEMENT
Public pronouncement by IG officials in public fora or on state TV or state
subvention TVs can only be made after the signing of the MOU.

UPDATE AND FOLLOW-UP
The IG tier directly involved in the MOU will frequently update the Cabinet
and, as need be, the Ambazonian people on the level of progress.

OPENNESS
Our openness to BB should be governed by the following expected attitude
from IG officials:
● Consoling and reconciliatory messages in all communications to the people
of Ambazonia, be it through activism, TV communications, meetings or
interpersonal relations.
● Frequent  reminders  to our  people  on why  they  took  up  the  course  as  a
people.
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CONCLUSION
The presidency of the IG-FRA would like this BB effort to be well coordinated
so as to get a buy-back price on support and sympathy from the international
community going forward as well as to collectively empower our strength as
one people in the prosecution of the liberation struggle.

These Guidelines were adopted during the IG cabinet meeting of 11.05.2022,
handed to DESC on the 12.05.2022, and are subjected to periodic review
every 3 months or as need arises.

15/05/2022

Signed,

Mrs. Marianta Njomia
President, IG FRA.

CC
-Cabinet
-RC
-JC
-County Chairs
-LGA Chairs
-All Ambazonian Citizens
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